
3 спальная комната квартира продается в Fuengirola, Málaga

The Complex offers a spectacular panoramic view of the Mediterranean and the mountains that will take your breath
away.
We wanted to go a step further in this collection to make your life more pleasant, comfortable and relaxed.
The luxury of this collection is latent since the moment you enter through its exclusive Lobby with its panoramic lifts,
BBQ area where you can enjoy with family and friends memorable moments. The infinity bubble pools with the sea as
a perfect background, playground with a children´s pool, and if you work from home you can always use the Business
Center to have your meetings.To finish, the Sky Lounge will be the perfect closure to your day with the contemplation
of a starry sky as a roof. All these services will make you feel …
as if you were living in a 5 star hotel
enthouses, Apartments and Townhouses this collection, which includes 2, 3 and 4 bedrooms, open and covered
terraces with areas for sunbathing and tropical gardens designed by our landscape architect are some of the surprises
you will find when you enter your new home.
SISMO® system is the new construction, which also has the prestige of receiving the European Technical Certificate
(DITE 01/0001) before any of their competitors, and its technology is marked worldwide as the construction of the
future. SISMO® system has designed and produced this new technology and appropriate software for manufacturing
its constructive system, which has also gained valuable and extensive experience in terms of technical application of
these modules or system.
The basic structure of the SISMO® system building is a three-dimensional module. This module consists of a frame of
galvanized steel wires. On the outside of the frame blanks that become a closed structure that can be filled with
structural material (example: concrete) are introduced. Steel cables act as anchor armour and material finish.
The SISMO® system module is universal and can be adapted to every project, from foundations and cellars up to roof
structures. The module is the perfect solution for all construction projects.

Efficient Insulation Thermal & Acoustic

This effective constructions energetically speaking, are now an essential element; therefore the requirements of an
insulating coating have been emphasized globally and a priority in the building industry. Good insulation lowers the
energy bill and is beneficial to the environment. Good insulation makes an enormous difference in cold as well as in
hot climates.

The SISMO® system construction uses EPS or Expanded Polystyrene, an efficient insulation, the insulation material
can be placed on the outside or inside, and there are no thermal bridges. With insulating infill panels, the SISMO®
system buildings are completely and permanently insulated.

SISMO® system is the construction that provides permanent thermal and acoustic insulation, reduces thermal bridges

  3 спальни   3 ванные комнаты   116m² Размер сборки
  155m² Размер участка   Бассейн   Terrace area: 98
  Location - Near Beach   Furniture - Unfurnished   Kitchen - Fitted Kitchen
  Parking - Garage   Pool - Communal Pool   Garden - Community
  Orientation - South   Features - Air Conditioning Hot/Cold   Features - Alarm System
  Features - Aluminium windows   Features - Built to High Standards   Features - Newly Built
  Features - Walking distance to beach   Features - Walking Distance to Cafés   Features - Walking distance to rest.
  Views - Garden   Views - Partial Sea   Views - Pool

399.000€

Недвижимость продается Purple Property Consutants
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